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Book #4 inÂ the 9-part Purge of Babylon series.Start the series with Book #1 at:
amzn.to/1u4DUL4________________________________________SEPARATED, BUT NOT OUT
OF THE FIGHT.Gaby has been captured by a familiar figure from her past. Some might take
captivity lying down, but they aren&apos;t Gaby.Will and Danny are close on Gaby&apos;s trail, but
their rescue mission is detoured in a city under siege by a very dangerous new breed of ghouls. The
reunited ex-Army Rangers will face their toughest fight yet if they want to get out alive.Back on Song
Island, Lara prepares for an impending attack. She receives unexpected assistance from a man
named Keo, an ex-mercenary with his own agenda.Meanwhile, the survivors&apos; radio broadcast
has elicited surprising responses from around the globe. It might be the start of a resistance against
the ghoul domination...if Lara can keep everyone alive long enough.Where The Purge begins, the
Gates hold, and the Stones crumble, the Fires will burn...Author&apos;s Note: The Fires of Atlantis
introduces Keo, whose prequel story can be found at:Â amzn.to/1hX1hVM. That book is
recommended before starting Fires.
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Like the previous three Babylon novels, the Fires of Atlantis has twists and turns you won't see
coming that leave you thinking about the novel well into the night (if you don't finish it in one sitting,
that is). We're learning more and more about the creatures and their overall plans for the planet,
including some things they're evolving with that are truly terrifying.I loved the action-packed pages
and the edge-of-your-seat plot line that I've come to expect from Sisavath. In fact, I re-read the first
three novels again before jumping into Atlantis so I could completely submerge in Sisavath's
created world. I might not should have done that, because the small issues I began noticing in the
first couple of books kind of came to a head in Atlantis and a whole new one opened up.First, for the
love of God please stop using the same lines for everyone. I can promise you that not every single
person will say "tough girl" or "she's stronger than I thought." There are other ways you could get
across those same thoughts without repeating the exact same wording. It got to the point that every
time I saw those words I rolled my eyes. It always took me out of the story and had my thoughts
drifting, which is never something you want to happen to a reader. This happened on numerous
occasions and with a few other parts, but this was the biggest (and the most long-lived since it's
happened in all four books)The other really major issue I had was Keo. At first, I kept waiting for an
explanation of his history, including at least a small paragraph explaining his time running in the
woods from men, why he has the scar and who Gillian was to him, as in how they met and how they
were separated. I got none of that, at all.
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